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When you are still in the “Idea” stage, give us a call and 
let Mayco’s experienced staff help you transform your 
idea into a solution. Don’t forget to ask about having 
Mayco install your shielding solution.

Custom Fabrication at your Fingertips



Mayco’s in house machine/fabrication shop is capable of performing most of your custom 
lead/steel needs.

Capabilities Include:

Powder Coating
Water Jet Cutting
Laser Cutting

Local Resources
Include:Welding-MIG, TIG, Arc, Gas

CNC routing and milling
CNC press brake

Stainless Steel
Carbon Steel

Lathe work
Aluminum

Lead

When you let Mayco cut your custom lead parts on one of our three in house 
CNC machines you end up with Accurate, Repeatable, and Readily  available custom 

lead parts, without the hassle or safety concerns of processing lead through your equip-
ment, or having to segregate and dispose of the scrap material.  (Standard tolerance is .010” 
unless otherwise specified)

A World of Ideas Powered by Customization



Mayco offers a full service casting department ex-
perienced in casting everything from bridge coun-
terweights to nuclear transport containers. Mayco is 
capable of pouring heat controlled casks from 500# 
up to 120,000# complete with gamma scanning to 
ensure void free pour.

Hot Pours and Custom Casting



Coatings and FinisHing

In today’s environment of worker safety above all else, 
many of our customers prefer to have their lead parts 
encapsulated in some type of coating. These coatings 
prevent employees and customers from having direct 
contact with raw lead. Mayco offers several solutions, 
we can apply an epoxy based paint system, or we can 
encapsulate your items with powder coat.
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Traditional and innovative lead products 
from Mayco Industries! 

Mayco Industries is the largest fabricator of lead based products, other than batteries, in 
the United States. The Company manufactures and sells its lead sheet along with other lead 
products on a nationwide basis to a diverse industrial customer base. Mayco operates two 
plants in the United States. One is located in Birmingham, Alabama where the headquarters 
is located, and the other is located in Granite City, Illinois.

Mayco Industries is a primary manufacturer of rolled lead sheet. We produce roll sheets in 
our own plants, and offer the largest capacity of lead sheet out of any company in America. 
This ready supply of lead sheet is sold to many different industries for a wide variety of 
applications.

Internally, we bond our own lead sheet to gypsum board, in accordance with the latest CSI 
specifications, for use in architecturally correct medical and nuclear radiation shielding 
applications.  We also supply lead brick, leaded door frames, leaded glass and leaded 
window frames for radiation shielding usage.

Mayco understands its roll in the safe handling of lead. We meet, or exceed, ALL appropriate 
EPA national and local standards for lead handling.

Contact us today for a quote for your next project! 

Toll Free:
800-749-6061  or  205-942-4242

Email:
sales@maycoindustries.com

Mailing Address: 18 West Oxmoor Road • Birmingham, AL 35209
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